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The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we review
previous age estimation methods. In section 3, we analysis
influence of each component in projection to low dimensional age
manifold. The new estimation method based on each kernel
function factor’s weight is proposed in section 4, and the proposed
methods is evaluated in section 5 and section 6 is conclusion.

Abstract
A new age estimation method that takes classifiable ability of each
component in age manifold into account is considered. First, we
analysis the age classification rate of each component in reduced
dimension age manifold. Second, we apply this property to kernel
function in popular method such as SVM. This is implemented by
weighted kernel function. Finally, we evaluate this method in “wild”
face image database. Experimental results demonstrate the
effectiveness and robustness of our proposed framework.

2. RELATED WORK
This section reviews previous age estimation methods,
especially methods using SVM or SVR. For the first time, Lanitis
used PCA projection and Active Appearance Models (AAMs) to
progress age estimation, where AAMs combine shape and
intensity variation in face images [23]. Fu and Huang [20]
generated low dimensional discriminative aging manifold by
CEA projection and then applied quadratic regression to age
estimation. Guo et al. [26] introduced the OLPP (Orthogonal
Locality Preserving Projection) and estimated the human age by
combining the SVM and SVR. In this method, a robust regression
is approximately applied to the data and then identification is used
for local matching.
Guo et al. [15] investigated biologically inspired features(BIF)
comprised of a pyramid of Gabor filters in all positions in facial
images, and used either Support Vector Machine (SVM) or SVR
with Radial Basis Function (RBF) Kernels for evaluation. Xu
obtained low-dimensional discriminative age manifold by UDP in
WLBP face expression and then estimated the age using cosine
distance [18]. K.Y Chang proposed the binary ranking method of
K-1 degree that is called Ordinal Hyper-Plane Ranker based on
level order, where SVM identification with loss function is used
for the binary ranking of K-1 degree [17], [27]. Lu proposed a
novel method based GLOH (gradient location and orientation
histogram) representation and MTL (multi-task learning) feature
selection along with ridge regression for global age estimation
[19]. Liu et al. [25] proposed a Grouping Estimation Fusion
(GEF) framework for facial age estimation.
Karthikeyan and Balakrishnan [28] proposed the method
using hybrid filter based feature extraction. First, they used
Gaussian, Gabor and Hybrid Filter to extract orientation features
and local wrinkle features. The extracted features are classified
separately using multi-SVM classifier and used age estimation
with prefixed threshold [28].
Recently, deep learning techniques such as Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNN) have been applied to human age
estimation to learn aging features directly from large-scale facial
data [29]-[32]. However, these methods mainly ignored the
ordinal information in age labels, or over-simpliﬁed it to a linear
model. Further they require relatively expensive big data, long
learning time and database’s equality in age range.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The human face, as a unique identification feature, conveys a
lot of representative information such as gender, age and
expressions. In recent years, there has been growing interesting in
age estimation based on face images. Age information is useful in
a variety of applications, such as human-computer interaction,
surveillance monitoring, and video content analysis [24].
In general, automatic age estimation based on face image has
three steps; the face detection in image, the age feature extraction,
and the age prediction. Here, the age feature extraction is very
important in age estimation. Age feature extraction has two
stages; face feature presentation and projection to low dimension
space.
The face feature presentation converts face appearance into
feature vector that is computable and presents human face’s trait.
In the prior works, they proposed many approaches such as ASM
and AAM [6]-[8], [21], Gabor [4], [13], SFP [14], LBP [11], [12],
[22], BIF [15], [16], WLBP [18], GLOH [19] and others [2], [3].
Projection to low dimension space is the step that extracts
factors reflecting human age, and this step decreases the
information necessary for age prediction by removing the
redundant information and reducing the number of unknown
variables. So this can constructs age manifold that presents age
distribution in digital image space. Typical methods of projection
to low dimension space are PCA [1], NPP [5], UDP [18], LPP [9],
OLPP [10], [11], [26], CEA [20].
For age estimation, many methods are used including SVM or
SVR [15]-[17], [21], [26]-[28], quadratic regression [20], and et
al [18], [19], [29]-[32].
We propose the new method that uses the weight of each
components of kernel function in discriminative space to do
regression in typical traditional SVM or SVR methods of age
estimation. This method can be applied to not only SVM but also
the other regression, especially it is more effective in projection
space by supervised learning.
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Peng Hou et al. [33] proposed an algorithm called Semisupervised Adaptive Label Distribution Learning to solve the
dilemma and improve the performance using unlabeled data for
facial age estimation.
In preceding methods of estimating age using the SVM or
SVR, regression or ranking was done without regard to influence
of each factor in discriminative age manifold to age variance.
Therefore we analysis and use the weight of each components of
kernel function in discriminative space.
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In Eq.(1), Mean(xi) means that is average of images if there
are many faces for same object. Therefore CEA objective function
is defined as follows:

arg max  yiT ( yi  y j )  wijd ,

(5)

Eq.(5) is showed that projection vector maximizing Eq.(3) is
eigenvector of corresponding to the largest eigenvalues. It means
that first factor projected by eigenvector of corresponding to the
largest eigenvalue make an important contribution to age
variance. In generally, if we arrange factors in order eigenvalues,
they were arranged in order influence of age variance.
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We define two n-node graphs gs, gd and their corresponding
nn affinity matrices Ws, Wd. The ith node of the graph represents
the data point xi. For the graph gs, we only consider each pair of
data xi, xj from the same class with li = lj. For the graph gd, we only
consider each pair of data xi and xj from the different class with li
 lj. An edge is constructed between nodes i and j if xi is among
the ks or kd nearest neighbours of xi and vice versa, where
parameters ks and kd are chosen empirically.
If node i and j are connected, the weight of the edge between
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Eq.(3) can be solved in a closed form through the following
reformulation.

of m subjects in the order of
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Following the matrix formulation Eq.(2) can be rewritten as

Learning of discriminative age manifold uses the following
models in [20].
Suppose the image space I is represented by a set of aligned
i 1

matrix P  [ p1 , p2 ,..., pd ] ,

The basic idea for leaning the manifold space is to find the
matrix P satisfying Y  PT X .

3.1 INFLUENCE
OF
EACH
PROJECTION
COMPONENT TO AGE DISPERSION IN CEA



projection

pi  ( p0i , p1,i ,..., pDi ) .

Here, we consider the influence of each projection component
to age dispersion in CEA (Conformal Embedding Analysis),
OLPP (Orthogonal Locality Preserving Projection) that are
typical dimension reduction approaches.
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3. INFLUENCE OF EACH COMPONENT IN
REDUCED DIMENSIONAL AGE MANIFOLD
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neighborhood of xi, and otherwise Sij = 0.

where,  is a constant number. The weight matrices Ws [i, j ]  wijs

XLX T p   XDX T p

and Wd i, j   wijd are symmetric and non-negative.

(7)

After all finding a projection vector p is equivalent to getting
eigenvalue of Eq.(7). Multiplying pT to both sides of Eq.(7) and
considering Eq.(6), we can get Eq.(8).
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pT XLX T p  

estimation methods using the images of 5529 mans and 7764
women from 16 to 84 years that have not been learnt.

(8)

Hence, we can notice that projection by eigenvector
corresponding to a minimum eigenvalue influences less to locality
variation. Therefore arranging components with respect to least
size of their eigenvalues, the influence of components to
preserving locality is proportional to size of eigenvalue.
This fact also stands for PCA, UDP and LPP. Eventually, we
can conclude that the influences of components in discriminative
age manifold space to preserving locality must be considered in
estimating age.

Fig.1. Sample images of the our test database
We verify the effectiveness of our method by applying it to
SVM, SVR, LARR and OHR regressions on the discriminative
age manifold space obtained from CEA among the PCA, LPP,
CEA and OLPP projection methods.
The performance of age estimation can be measured by two
different measures: the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and the
Cumulative Score (CS). The MAE is defined as the average of the
absolute errors between the estimated ages and the ground truth
N
ages, MAE   k 1 | lk  lk | / N where l is the ground truth age for

4. AGE REGRESSION CONSIDERING THE
INFLUENCES OF EACH COMPONENT
Here, we generally consider the method covered in [26] of
several papers as regard to age estimation based on SVM.
For age regression, Gaussian radial basis function kernel was
adopted. A radial basis function is

k ( y, y ' )  e  || y  y ||

' 2

where  is a constant to adjust the width of the Gaussian function.

the test image k, l is the estimated age, and N is the total number
of test images. The cumulative score is defined as

Given the kernel mapping, the age estimation model of the
nonlinear SVR is obtained as

CS  j  

(9)

,
N
where N e  j is the number of test images on which the age
estimation makes an absolute error no higher than j years.

(10)

Table.1. Performance of proposed method and others (MAE)

d
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Method
SVM
LARR
OHR
WSVM
WOHR
WLARR

where i, i* are Lagrange multipliers and b is constant number.
Let i, i  1, d be d eigenvalues in Eq.(4), Eq.(7).
Contribution proportion wi to changes of yi corresponding to
ith eigenvalue i is defined as follows.
d

   i
i 1

wi  i / 

(11)

In this paper, exponent item y - yi of Gaussian radial base
function is defined as follows on the basis of contribution
proportion that each component influences to change.
2

Female
4.69897
4.44916
4.44952
3.8387
3.76977
3.92449

The Table.1 shows the results of MAE analysis on age
manifold space obtained from CEA projection and The CS
measures are shown in Fig.2, Fig.3 and Fig.4. In Table.1, WSVM
and WOHR, WLARR is applied our proposed method to SVM
and OHR, LARR.

2

d

y  y '   ( yi  yi' ) 2  wi2

Male
5.01242
3.65384
4.41263
4.09154
3.17932
3.13947

(12)

i

Applying SVM based on the kernel function that reflects
contribution proportion of each component in [15] - [17], [21], we
can conclude that proposed method get better performance by
following experimental results.

5. EXPERIMENTS
We test the proposed method using wild database from
internet and criminal mug-shot database (Fig.1). We use high
resolution images of 5810 mans and 6028 women that are 0 to 80
in age to perform learning. And then we are to examine age
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The results show that proposed weighted method has better
performances than previous ones. In Table.1, we can see that the
MAE decreases by applying the weighted kernel function. From
these results, WSVM and WOHR, WLARR improve MAE by
about 15% compared to SVM and OHR, LARR. Although
WOHR is low in age error range 1~4, others improve CS in all
age error range,

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper we analyzed contribution proportion of each
component variation in the reduced dimensional age manifold
obtained by low dimensional projection. And we used weighted
kernel function to improve the accuracy of age estimation. The
weighted kernel function can be applied to different regression
methods such as SVM, OHR, and LARR. Experimental results
show that weighted methods consider affection of each
component of reduced dimensional age manifold very well.
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